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Jackie: Hello, welcome to Weekender. I’m Jackie Dalton. Today’s show is all about the 

consumer electronics show in Las Vegas. Industry leaders in electronic goods 

from Microsoft and Yahoo to Google and Sony are showing off their latest 

products.  

 

Now we going to hear from Gita Harry, who is in Vegas. As you listen to him, 

try to find the answer to this question: 

 

Are the products on show at the technology fair already available to the public? 

Could we buy them already – or not? 

 

Gita: This isn’t theatre, but it’s quite a show. Television, phones, computers and 

gadgets which are yet to hit the high street, are being premiered and an 

audience of 130,000 people has flown into Vegas, to see what they’re like. 

 

Jackie: The answer is ‘no’. Gita says the televisions, phones and other gadgets are yet 

to hit the high street. We often use the term ‘high street’ to refer to shops and 

the money people spend in them. 

 

Gita says they have ‘yet to’ hit the high street, which means they haven’t hit it 

yet. He says they are being ‘premiered’. Premiered – shown for the first time.  

 

Jackie: Now we’re going to hear Bruce of the Digital Media Consulting group explain 

why he thinks the event is so important. First, a couple of words he’ll use. 

 An advocate – an advocate is a person who publicly supports or promotes 

something. 
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Voice: She is a strong advocate of a law against the death penalty. 

 

Jackie: He’ll use the phrase ‘to push the envelope further’. To try to go further than the 

normal limit of something. To do better. 

 

Bruce: This show really tries to be the leading edge of everything that’s in consumer 

electronics. We’re looking at wireless telephones we’re looking at cellular 

technology, we’re looking at music players, we’re looking at computers, I 

mean, everything that potentially touches the consumer has some advocate here 

trying to push the envelope further and further. 

 

STAB 

 

Jackie: Now listen to this promotion playing at the technology fair. Try to work out 

what kind of electrical appliance that you might have in your house it’s referring 

to. 

 

Promo: The days of fumbling around with the remote to change channel will be a 

distant memory. Just say the channel you wish to watch, and the channel 

changes. It’s that easy. 

 

Jackie: Did you get it? It was referring to a television set. Some of the vocabulary that 

came up: 

 

 Remote – short for remote control, which is the small box we use to control 

what we’re watching, to change channels. So what exactly is the new 

development that is being advertised? Listen again. 
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Promo: Just say the channel you wish to watch, and the channel changes. It’s that easy. 

 

Jackie:  The promotion says we will no longer need a remote control to change channel, 

all we will have to do is tell the television what we want to watch. Now that’s a 

really lazy way to watch TV! 

 

 Next we’re going to hear about James Davis, a salesman at a Samsung stand. 

Gita says people like him are at the fair to do two things. What are they? 

 

Gita: Salesmen like James Davis on the Samsung stool are here to check out the 

competition as well as promote their own product. 

 

Jackie: They’re there to promote their own products – to put on show what they have 

to offer. And to check out the competition – to see what other companies in the 

same area of work are doing. The competition – those business who are your 

main rivals. So what does James think of the fair? 

 

James: It’s definitely impressive to see so many other booths. It keeps us on our toes, it 

keeps us sharp. 

 

Jackie: He says it’s impressive to see so many other booths, or stalls where businesses 

are promoting their products. He says ‘it keeps us on our toes’.  It forces them 

to work hard, to focus their attention on what they’re doing and to make sure 

they don’t get left behind.  
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Jackie: Finally, there is one word that we just can’t avoid when we are talking about 

people who work with computers and technology. Can you guess which word it 

is?  

Gita:  There are hundreds of young women handing out free gifts or urging geeky 

men to follow them back to their stands. 

 

Jackie: It was ‘geeky’. A ‘geek’ is an informal and not very complimentary word we 

sometimes use to describe someone who is obsessed with technology or who 

works with computers. It sort of means they are a bit boring and strange. We 

say they’re ‘geeky’.  

 

But even so, these are the people who will be deciding what we’ll be able to 

buy from the high street in the coming months and years – whether it’s amazing 

quality DVD players, or televisions that understand what you say to them. So 

really, we should treat the geeks with some respect! 

 
  
 
 


